
John  Kennedy  Toole (December  17,  1937–March  26,  1969)  was  an 
American novelist from New Orleans, Louisiana, best known for his Pulitzer Prize-
winning novel A Confederacy of Dunces. Toole's novels remained unpublished during 
his lifetime. Some years after his death by suicide, the author's mother Thelma Toole 
brought the manuscript of  A Confederacy of Dunces to the attention of the novelist 
Walker Percy, who ushered the book into print.  In 1981 Toole was posthumously 
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.

Confederacy  of  Dunces is  a  novel written  by  John  Kennedy  Toole, 
published  in  1980,  11  years  after  the  author's  suicide.  The  book  was  published 
through  the  efforts  of  writer  Walker  Percy (who  also  contributed  a  revealing 
foreword) and Toole's mother Thelma Toole, quickly becoming a  cult classic, and 
later a mainstream success. Toole posthumously won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 
1981. It is an important part of the 'modern  canon' of  Southern literature. The title 
derives from the  epigraph by  Jonathan Swift:  "When a true  genius appears in the 
world, you may know him by this sign, that the dunces are all in confederacy against  
him." (Thoughts on Various Subjects, Moral and Diverting). The story is set in New 
Orleans in the early 1960s. The central character is Ignatius J. (Jacques) Reilly, an 
intelligent but slothful man still living with his mother at age 30 in the city's Uptown 
neighborhood, who, because of family circumstances, must set out to get a job. In his 
quest  for  employment  he  has  various  adventures  with  colorful  French  Quarter 
characters.

Ignatius  J.  Reilly:  Ignatius  is  something  of  a  modern  Don  Quixote — 
eccentric, idealistic, and creative, sometimes to the point of delusion. In his foreword to 
the book, Walker Percy describes Ignatius as a "slob extraordinary, a mad Oliver Hardy, 
a fat Don Quixote, a perverse Thomas Aquinas rolled into one." He disdains modernity, 
particularly pop culture. The disdain becomes his obsession: he goes to movies in order 
to mock their perversity and express his outrage with the contemporary world's lack of 
"theology and geometry." He prefers the  scholastic philosophy of the  Middle Ages, 
and the  Early  Medieval  philosopher  Boethius in  particular.  However  he also  enjoys 
many modern comforts and conveniences, and is given to claiming that the rednecks of 
rural Louisiana hate all modern technology which they associate with progress. Ignatius 
is of the mindset that he does not belong in the world and that his numerous failings are 
the work of some higher power. He continually refers to the goddess Fortuna as having 
spun him downwards on her wheel of luck. Ignatius loves to eat, and his masturbatory 
fantasies lead in strange directions. His mockery of obscene images is portrayed as a 
defensive  posture  to  hide  their  titillating  effect  on  him.  He  has  an  aversion  to  ever 
leaving the town of his birth, and frequently bores friends and strangers with the story of 
his sole, abortive journey from New Orleans, a trip to  Baton Rouge on a Greyhound 
Scenicruiser bus, which Ignatius recounts as a traumatic ordeal of extreme horror.
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